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Abstract 

We describe a set of programming pattems used for 
implementing a scalable infrastructure which supports re- 
mote execution mechanisms, mobile code and agents in 
a distributed logic programming framework. The par- 
ticular focus of this paper is on the use of BinPro- 
log’s strong metaprogramming abilities. Some advanced 
logic programming constructs as intuitionistic implica- 
tion, high-order calUN cooperate with encapsulated socket- 
level constructs for maximum conjigurability and effi- 
ciency. We show that strong metaprogramming is not 
a security threat if used through a set of filtering inter- 
actors which allow source level implementation of arbi- 
trary security policies. Mobile code is implemented in 
a scalable way through a set of distributed client+server 
pairs interconnected through a master server acting only 
as an address exchange broker for peer-to-peer interac- 
tors. We have thoroughly tested our programming pat- 
tems and design principles through a realistic implemen- 
tation in a widely used, freely available Prolog system 
(http://clement.info.umoncton.ca/ 
Binprolog) as well as with its Java peers built on top 
of our unijication enhanced Java based Linda implemen- 
tation (http: //clement. info.umoncton.ca/ 
Linda Interact or). 

Keywords: mobile code, remote execution, metapro- 
gramming, agents, Linda coordination, blackboard-based 
logic programming, Prolog, distributed programming, vir- 
tual worlds, scalable and secure Internet programming, Pro- 
log/Java embedding 

1 Introduction 

Although the Internet has been designed to survive nu- 
clear war and its underlying packet switching technology is 
intrinsically peer-to-peer, fault-tolerant and scalable, suc- 
cessive higher level networking and programming layers 
have given up (often too easily) these abilities. Among the 

most annoying and at the same time the most pragmatically 
well thought decisions dominating the world of the Inter- 
net, at various programming and application development 
layers: 

0 classical clientlserver architectures have given up 
scalability for simplicity of programming and syn- 
chronization: 

0 programming languagedoperating systems have 
given up powerful remote execution mechanisms for 
reasons ranging from security concerns to legacy sin- 
gle usedsingle process assumptions. 

In this paper, we will show how some standard and some 
non-standard Logic Programming language tools will be 
used to elegantly get back the full potential of the Inter- 
net for building scalabl% peer-to-peer, programmable multi- 
user communities. The Sirtual layer we will build is based 
on a small set of very-high level programming constructs 
making essential use of meta-programming, which is seen 
here as the ability to view information either as code or as 
data, and efficiently switch between these views, on de- 
mand. In particular, we will show how powerful remote 
execution mechanisms, agents and mobile code can be ex- 
pressed in this framework. 

With important resources at their disposal, operating sys- 
temlcomputerlnetwork companies have found their, often 
complex and costly ways to get back some of the original 
power, hidden under various layers of softwarelhardware. 
Despite the existence of practical solutions to some of these 
problems, we hope that the unifying approach we pro- 
pose in this paper will help clarify the logical structure 
of future peer-to-peer, scalable virtual communities, where 
the distinction between human and non-human agents be- 
comes less and less obvious. We are also convinced that 
the power of the knowledgelprocessing component of logic 
programming will help the efforts towards intelligent net- 
worWmobile agent programming more effective. 

We will describe our constructs as built on the top of 
the popular Linda [3] coordination framework, enhanced 
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with unification improved pattern matching [4], although 
our actual implementation is based on a more general co- 
ordination logic, allowing negotiation of removal of tuples 
as well as of suspension between user intents at de$nition 
time, when an object is stored on the (shared and synchro- 
nized) blackboard as well as at reference time when it is 
retrieved associatively[ 101. 

out (X) : puts X on the server 
in(X) : waits until it can take an 

matching X from the server 
all(X,Xs): reads the list Xs matching 

currently on the server 
run(Goa1) : starts a (remote) thread 

executing Goal 

object 

X 

The presence of the a 1 1 / 2  collector compensates for the 
lack of non-deterministic operations. Note that the only 
blocking operation is i n /  1. Notice that blocking r d /  1 is 
easily emulated in terms of i n / l  and o u t / l ,  while non- 
blocking rd /  1 is emulated with a1 1 / 2. 

2 Simple Agents 

A servant is one of the simplest possible agents: 

servant(Wh0) :-in(todo(Task) ) , 
secure (Task) ,run (Task) , 
servant (Who) . 

Note that servant is started as a background thread with 
run (servant ( N a m e )  ) . No ‘busy wait’ is involved, 
as the servant’s thread blocks until i n  ( t o d o  (Task )  ) 
succeeds. In an ‘Internet chat’ application, for instance, 
whisper  / 2, defined as 

whisper(T0,Me.s):-whoami(From), 
out (todo (mes-to (To, Mes ,From) ) ) . 

unblocks the matching 

in (todo (mes-to (To, Mes , From) ) ) 

of a notiJier servant which then outputs a message by 
executing mes - to  (To,  M e s  , F r o m ) .  

More generally, distributed event processing is imple- 
mented by creating a ‘watching’ agent for a given pattern. 

Note the fundamental link between ‘event-processing’ 
and the more general Linda protocol: basically an ou t  / 1 
operation can be seen as generating an event and adding it 
to the event queue while an i n / l  operation can be seen 
as servicing an event. While usually event-loops switch on 
numeric or pseudo-numeric event constants in a rather rigid 
and non-compositional way, Linda-based event dispatching 
is extensible by adding new patterns. When (naturally) re- 
stricted to ground patterns, efficient indexing can be used 

with performance hits unnoticeable in a network lag con- 
text. Linda’s o u t / b l o c k i n g  i n  combination can be 
seen as automating the complex if-then-else logic of (dis- 
tributed) hierarchical message dispatching loops through 
unification. 
Remote processing as well as simple security mechanisms 
are expressed easily, by creating ‘command server’ thread 
close to the following code: 

% remote processing request 
please (Who, What) : -whoami (Forwho) , 
out (please(Who,ForWho, What) ) . 

% a remote command processor 
command-server:-whoa”i(Me), 
repeat, 
in(please(Me,ForWho,What) ) ,  

( friend-of (Me,ForWho) -> 

; errmes(intruder,ForWho) 
),fail. 

call (What) % trusted friends 

Clearly, c o m m a n d s e r v e r  and n o t  i f  i e r  threads can 
be seen as ‘behavior components’ of a unique agent. More- 
over, they actually might cooperate in a synchronized way 
ifeach p l e a s e / 2  command would t r igge rawhi spe r /2  
action to be serviced by a notifier later. In this example se- 
curity is based on allowing arbitrary execution for trusted 
(i.e. known to f r i e n d - o f  / 2 )  clients of existing server- 
side code. 

Note that by restricting command-server to execute 
only sequences of acceptable known commands, on top of 
code-as-data sent through ou t  / 1 transactions, arbitrary se- 
curity mechanisms can be put in place at source level. We 
will describe this later in more detail. 

3 Towards a Web of Worlds 

The MOO’ inspired ‘Web of Worlds’ metaphor [12, 141 
as a set of Linda blackboards storing state information on 
servers connected over the the Internet allows a simple 
and secure remote execution mechanism through special- 
ized server-side interpreters. 

Our implementation is integrated in the freely available 
BinProlog compiler. A master server on a ‘well-known’ 
hodport  is used to exchange identification information 
among peers composed of a client and a ‘multiplexing’ 
server. 

‘Multi User Domains (MUDS), Object Oriented - venerable but still 
well doing ancestors of more recent multi-user Virtual Worlds, which are 
usually 3D-animation (VRML) based 
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3.1 Server side code 4 Remote execution mechanisms 

The code for our ‘generic’ server, with various compo- 
nents which are overridden through use of intuitionistic im- 
plication to obtain customized special purpose servers at 
user level, follows. Higher order call/N [8], combined to 
intuitionistic assumptions ’ =>> ‘ are used to pass arbitrary 
interactors to this generic server code. 

run-server(Port,Fuel) : -  

new-server(Port,NewServer), 
register-server(Port), 
server (Newserver) =>> 

close-socket(NewServer). 
server-loop(NewServer,Fuel), 

server-loop (Server, Fuel) : ~ 

for (I, 1,Puel), 
interact(Server), 
assumed(server-done(Mes)), ! . 

interact(Server) : -  

default-server-action(Interactor), 
% higher-order call to interactor 
call(Interactor,Server),!. 

Note the use of a specialized server-side interpreter 
server-loop, configurable through the use of higher- 
order ‘question/answer’ closures we have called interactors. 

We have found out that use of intuitionistic implica- 
tions (pioneered by Miller’s work [7 ] )  helps to overcome (to 
some extent) Prolog’s lack of object oriented programming 
facilities, by allowing us to ‘inject’ the right interactor into 
the generic (and therefore reusable) interpreter. Binprolog’s 
=>> temporarily assumes a clause in ‘asserta’ order, i.e. at 
the beginning of the predicate. The assumption is scoped to 
be only usable to prove its right side goal and vanishes on 
backtracking. We refer to [9, 111 for more information on 
assumptions and their applications. 

3.2 Client side code 

The following example shows how the same client-side 
code is used for both for point-to-point and ‘broadcast’ 
communication, depending on a to-all (Pattern) as- 
sumption allowing to select matching targets. 

ask-server(Question,yes) I- 
assumed(to-all(ServerPattern) ) ,  ! ,  
all-servers(ServerPattern,Xs), 
ask-all-servers (Xs, Question) . 

ask-a-server (Question,Answer) . 
ask-server(Question,Answer):- 

Slightly more complex code (see file extra.pl in the Bin- 
Prolog distribution) also handles proxy forwarding services 
transparently. 

Implementation of arbitrary remote execution is easy in 
a Linda + Prolog system due to Prolog’s metaprogram- 
ming abilities. No complex serialization or remote proce- 
dure/method call packages are needed. In BinProlog (start- 
ing with version 5.60) code fetched lazily over the network 
is cached in a local database and then dynamically recom- 
piled on the fly if usage statistics indicate that it is not 
volatile and it is heavily used locally. 

host (Other-machine) =>> 
remote-run (RemoteGoal) . 

host (Other-machine) =>> 
remote-run(Answer,RemoteGoal) . 

allow remote predicate calls withouuwith returned answer 
on the calling site. 

host (Other-machine) =>> 
rsh(ShellCommand,CharListAnswer). 

allows using BinProlog to remotely execute shell com- 
mands on a remote machine and collect/print the answers 
at the calling sitc. Despite Prolog’s lack of object oriented 
features we have implemented code reuse with intuitionistic 
assumptions [ 111. 

For instance, to iterate over the set of servers forming the 
receiving end of our ‘Web of Worlds’, after retrieving the 
list from a ‘master server’ which constantly monitors them 
making sure that the list reflects logirdlogout information, 
we simply override host / 1 and p o r t  / 1 with intuitionis- 
tic implication: 

To specialize a generic server into either a master server 
or a secure ‘chat-only’ server which merges messages from 
Binprolog users world-wide we simply override thc filtering 
step in the generic server’s main interpreter loop. 

Unrestricted servers: full remote metaprogramming 
On an Intranet of trusted users and computers, or in dif- 
ferent windows of an unconnected PC or workstation a user 
might want to experiment with a server allowing arbitrary 
Prolog command execution i.e. full remote metaprogram- 
ming. One can start a local remote predicate call server 
with: 

?-run-unrestricted-server. 
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Note that registered servers are in principle accessible to 

We will give next two simple approaches to implement 
other users and therefore not secure. 

security. 

A first approach to security: servers with restricted in- 
teractors Here is the code of the chat server: 

chat-server-interactor(mes(From,Cs),Answer) :- 

chat-server-interactor(ping(T),R) :- 
show-mes (From, C s ,  Answer) . 

term-server-interactor (ping (T) , R )  . 

chat-server:- 
server-interactor(chat-server-interactor) 
=>>run-server. 

By overriding the default server-interactor with our 
chat-server-interactor we tell to c h a t s e r v e r  
that only commands matching known, secure operations 
(i.e. mes / 2 and ping/ 1) have to be performed on behalf 
of remote users. 

Security is achieved by having specialized meta- 
interpreters ‘filtering’ requests on the server side. Intuition- 
istic assumption is used to override the generic server’s in- 
teractor, i.e. the inner server operation filtering allowed re- 
quests, while allowing reuse of most of the generic server’s 
code in an object oriented programming style. 

A second approach to security: starting an Intranet spe- 
cific master server Keeping one’s host/port information 
secret from other users can be achieved by starting a mas- 
ter server local to a secure physical or virtual Intranet. For 
users behind a firewall, this might actually be the only way 
to try out these operations as the default master server might 
be unreachable. 

To keep the workload of the master server minimal, only 
when an error is detected by a client, the master server is 
asked to refresh its information and possibly remove dead 
servers from its database. 

Interaction with Java Applets. Binprolog starting from 
version 5.40 communicates with our Java based Linda Znter- 
actors, special purpose trimmed down pure Prolog engines 
written in Java which support the same unification based 
Linda protocol as Binprolog. The natural extension was to 
allow Java applets to participate to the rest of our ‘peer- 
to-peer’ network of Binprolog interactors. As creating a 
server component within a Java applet is impossible due to 
Java’s (ultra)-conservative security policies we have simply 
written a receiving-end servant close to our example in sub- 
section 2, which pulls out commands from a proxy server 
on the site where the applet originates from, for seamless 
integration in our world of peer-to-peer interactors. 

5 Mobilecode 

We will shortly discuss here the basic Mobile Code fa- 
cilities we have implemented. Future work will focus on 
building intelligent agent applications on top of them. 

5.1 Remote code fetching 

The following operations 

host (Other-machine) =>>rload(File) . 
host (Other-machine) =>>code (File) =>>TopGoal. 

allow fetching remote files r l o a d / l  or on-demand fetch- 
ing of a predicate at a time from a remote host during exe- 
cution of TopGod. This is basically the same mechanism as 
the one implemented for Java applet code fetching, except 
that we have also implemented a caching mechanism, both 
at predicate level (predicates are cached as dynamic code 
on the server to efficiently serve multiple clients) and at file 
level, on the client side. 

5.2 Dynamic recompilation 

Dynamic recompilation is used on the client side to 
speed-up heavily used relatively non-volatile predicates. 
With dynamically recompiled consulted code, listing of 
sources and dynamic modification to any predicate is avail- 
able while average performance stays close to statically 
compiled code (usually within a factor of 2-3). Although 
when code comes over the network, code fetching time be- 
comes more significant, the combination of remote code 
fetching and dynamic recompilation is a powerful accelera- 
tor for distributed network applications. 

5.3 (Virtual) Mobile Agents 

Implementing agents ‘roaming over’ a set of servers is 
a simple and efficient high-level operation. First, we get 
the list of servers from the master server. Then we iterate 
through the appropriate remote-call negotiation with each 
site. Our agent’s behavior is constrained through security 
and resource limitations of participating interpreters, having 
their own command filtering policies. 

In particular, on a chat-only server, our roaming agent 
can only display a message. If the local interpreter allows 
gathering user information then our agent can collect it. If 
the local interpreter allows questionlanswering our agent 
will actually interact with the human user through the lo- 
cal server window. 

Note that ‘mobile agents’ do not have to be implemented 
as code physically moved from one site to another. In 
this sense we can talk about virtual mobile agents which 
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are actually sets of synchronized remote predicate calls 
originating from a unique site, where most of the code is 
based/executed, while code actually moved can be kept to 
strict minimum, i.e. only a few remotely asserted clauses’. 

Our mobile agents are seen as ‘connection brokers’ be- 
tween participating independent serverklient sites. For in- 
stance if two sites are willing to have a private conversa- 
tion or code exchange they can do so by simply using the 
server/port/password information our agent can help them 
to exchange. 

Note that full metaprogramming combined with source- 
level mobile-code have the potential of better security than 
byte-code level verification as it happens in Java, as mean- 
ingful analysis and verification of program properties is 
possible. 

5.4 Crafting mobile agent scripts 

To give a flavor of how agent scripts are crafted in our 
framework we will describe a complete example emphasiz- 
ing the idea of Virtual Mobile Agents described in section 
5.3. Each file begins with predicate main/ 0 which is Bin- 
Prolog’s user-defined auto-start point. 

The first file (script.pro) mostly dispatches Unix pro- 
cesses creating the other tasks in separate cmdtool windows 
(for demo purposes) of appropriate sizes. 

Each file contains the code describing the behavior of 
an agent. The file master.pl initiates a local master server 
which keeps an updated list of all the existing servers and 
their properties (unique id, host, port). 

main:-run-local-master-server. 

The file agent.pl contains the code shared among differ- 
ent agents. Main/ 0 starts by registering an unrestricted 
server, allowing execution of remote commands to the local 
master server. It is programmed in object oriented style with 
default actions to be performed by more specialized agents. 

main : - 
default-master-server(-,P), 
master-server (localhost, P) =>> 
run-unrestricted-server. 

init-super:-login(I), 
write(starting(1)) ,nl 

run-super:-login(Who), 
write (i-am (Who) ) I nl . 

’Note however that suspending execution at one site, and then restart- 
ing it at another site can be done quite efficiently in BinProlog, where 
continuations are first order objects which can be put into a term to be sent 
over a socket, then read in and executed 

call (GoalAndCode) . 

reject-mobile (GoalAndCode) : - 
write(‘mobi1e code not welcome!’), 
n1,write (GoalAndCode) ,nl. 

The predicates for acceptinghejecting mobile ‘visitors’ 

The first agent has default initialization ini t / 0 and its 
can be used to enforce such policies on a server. 

run/ 1 action step set to reject visiting mobile agents. 

:-[agent] . 
login(’The First‘). 
init:-init-super. 

run(X) :-run-super, reject-mobile ( X )  . 

Note the use of the builtin login/ 1 predicate giving a 
unique identity to each agent. 

The second agent is similar, except that its run/ 1 action 
step is set to accept mobile agents. 

The mobile agent itself uses BinProlog’s built-in itera- 
tion over the servers registered on the master server as a 
powerful remote execution mechanism. In the presence of 
the to-all / 1 assumption, BinProlog’s client code reacts 
by iterating over the set of servers matching a given pattern 
(everything in this case). This applies to every command, 
and in particular to remote execution requests specified by 
do/l. 

main: - 
to-all (-) =>>animate (10) . 

master_server(localhost,9000). 
do (X) : -remote-run (X) , ! ; true. 

animate(Fue1) :-do (init), 
mobile-code (Code) , 
for(I,l,Fuel), 
do(run(Code)), 

fail ; write(done) ,nl. 

mobile-code( 
(go:-write(visiting-you),nl)=>>go). 

The predicate animate/l iterates over the set of 
servers, sending a small chunk of mobile code to be as- 
sumed on each server and then executed. Note that more 
sophisticated code migration schemes can be set up quite 
easily by assuming code (SourceFile) , which has the 
effect to lazily fetch to a given server the code needed for 
the execution of a remote query. 

6 Related work 

A very large number of research projects have recently 
started on mobile agent programming. Among the most 
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promising recent developments Luca Cardelli’s Oblique 
project at Digital and mobile agent applications [ I ]  and 
IBM Japan’s aglets [5]. A growing number of sophisti- 
cated Web-based applications and tools are on the way to 
be implemented in LP/CLP languages. Among them, work 
with a similar emphasis on remote execution, agents, virtual 
worlds can be found in [6, 2, 141. 

7 Conclusion and future work 

Our remote execution mechanisms are based on a set of 
filtering interpreters which can be customized to support ar- 
bitrary negotiations with remote agents and are plugged in 
generic servers. The practical implementation is built on 
proven clientherver technology, on top of a generic socket 
package, while giving the illusion of a ‘Web of MOOS’ with 
roaming mobile agents at the next level of abstraction. 

A Java based Linda implementation, using a minimal set 
of logic programming components (unification, associative 
search) has been recently released (the Java Termserver, 
available at http://clement.info.umoncton.ca/ BinProlog). It 
allows to communicate bidirectionally with Binprolog, al- 
lowing creation of combined JavdProlog mobile-agent pro- 
grams. It holds promise for smooth cooperation with ex- 
isting Java class hierarchies as well as various BinProlog 
based components with intelligence and flexible metapro- 
gramming on the logic programming side combined with 
visualization and WWW programming abilities on the Java 
side. 

Future work will focus on intelligent mobile agents inte- 
grating knowledge and controlled natural language process- 
ing abilities. 
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